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Abstract— As innovation is scaling down and superior 

device requirements is extending including low power 

utilization, high versatility, high speed, low leakage 

currents, high dependability and small region so that 

Moore’s Law will be followed in the up and coming years 

too. In this paper conventional 6T and 9T SRAM cell is 

designed utilizing MOSFET, FinFET at 16nm and 45nm 

technology node and its performance parameters, for 

example, power, delay, Power Delay Product (PDP). The 

simulation has been finished with HSPICE tool for transient 

and dc analysis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

From several decades the transistors have been the core of 

the coordinated circuits, during this period the traverse of 

the transistor is reducing day by day. As the size is 

diminishing the short channel effects are developing in 

planar transistors, for instance “off state leakage current” 

which will extend the power dissipation of the device. From 

quite a few years the transistors have been the core of the 

coordinated circuits, during this period the span of the 

transistor is decreasing day by day. As the size is 

diminishing the short channel effects are developing in 

planar transistors, for example “off state leakage current” 

which will grow the power dissipation of the device. 

MuGFET give better basic execution due to higher intrinsic 

gain and cut down channel length modulation. Transistor 

(MIGFET) Multigate transistors are shelter to the CMOS 

semiconductor producers to move to cut down nano regime 

and have ever littler microprocessors and memory 

components which are referred to as extending Moore’s 

Law. The FinFET comes into scope in 2011 when Intel 

uncovered the novel transistor innovation at the 22nm node. 

Intel effectively needed to expand its second-generation 

FinFET devices at the 14nm before the years over, will 

change to 11nm, 10nm and 7nm node.  

Figure 1 shows FinFETs realized on mass and SOI 

wafers. In Bulk FinFET all fins are on Si substrate where as 

in SOI FinFET all fins are confined from the SOI substrate. 

Generally Bulk FinFET is favored as it is simpler to move 

from MOSFET to Bulk FinFET. Both FinFETs are pondered 

the extent that yield, Cost and execution. The schematic 

diagrams of SG and IG FinFETs are appeared in Figure 1. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 1: Structural comparison between (a) bulk and (b) SOI 

FinFETs [1] 

 
Fig. 2: Design Methodology 

The methodology of proposed work is appeared in 

Figure 3 which exhibited the principle center of research 

work in designing FinFET based SRAM cell having 

preferable execution over conventional 6T SRAM cell. 

II. CONVENTIONAL 6T SRAM CELL 

A. Hold Mode  

Both the bit lines are detached from the cell when the word 

line is at logic ‘0’. The two cross inverters will reinforce 

each other and hold data till the power supply is ON [3-4].  
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B. Write Mode  

Both the bit lines BL, BLB will have information to be 

written and are integral from each other. As long as WL is 

not initiated the information can’t be put away on nodes Q 

and QB [3-4].  

 
Fig. 3: Conventional 6T SRAM bit cell [2] 

C. Read Mode  

The bit lines BL, BLB are precharged to half of the VDD 

and afterward word line (WL) is actuated. The information 

put away on both the nodes Q and QB are exchanged to 

respective bit lines BL and BLB. One node will have logic 

‘1’ and other will have logic ‘0’. Expect rationale ‘1’ is 

stored on node ‘Q’. At that point the estimation of BL will 

be pulled to VDD and BLB will get released to logic ‘0’ 

through M4 and M6 [3-4].  

III. PROPOSED SRAM CELL 

 
Fig. 4: 9T SRAM Cell [5] 

As shown in Figure 4 the gate of M9 transistor is 

associated to read-word-line and source of M9 transistor is 

associated to read-word-line (RWL). Pull-down transistor 

M9 is utilized to reduce the strength of the supply voltage 

inside when 1 is stored on node Q which expands the write 

SNM and decreases the static current. The sizing of 

transistors is set to the minimum possible entryway length of 

technology node 45nm and 16nm. 

A. Hold Mode:  

In the hold operation read-word-line and write-word-line are 

stated (RWL=1 and WWL=1). The off current of read way 

is very nearly zero. Assume QB is put away with high value 

(QB=1), the drain voltage of M8 transistors becomes one. 

As, an output the Drain-Source voltage of M7 and M8 are 

zero which helps to decreases the DIBL effect and 

increments the threshold voltage of read out way transistors. 

This helps to reduce the power consumption and leakage 

current of the readout way when SRAM is in hold state. 

B. Read Mode: 

In read operation the read-word-line and compose-word-line 

both are stated (RWL=0 and WWL=0). Accept that node 

QB is put away with high voltage, and then as a result bit-

line-bar is released to ground through (M7 and M8).  

C. Write Mode: 

In write operation the write-word-line, read-word-line and 

match of bit-lines are declared (WWL=1, RWL=1, BL=0 

and BLB=1). The information to be written on STV nodes 

of cross coupled inverters are given on BL and BLB and 

composed over to Q and QB.  

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

9T SRAM cell is designed and its execution parameters are 

examined at 45 and 16nm technology nodes. The SPICE 

simulator and MATLAB are utilized for simulation process 

and Predictive Technology Model (PTM) parameters are 

utilized for both 16 and 45nm technology nodes. The 

simulations of the previously mentioned modes are clarified 

in this section.  

A. Firstly write and hold operation is performed which are 

shown in figure 5.  

In this operation bit ‘0.9’ is at first put away in the cell. VDD 

for the circuit is 0.9V. As an access controller, a pulse of 

write word line source is chosen from 0 to 0.9V with 0.5ns 

rise and fall time and 20ns pulse width and 40ns redundancy 

period. The innovation file utilized for the simulation at 

45nm node is taken from PTM for superior applications. 

The bit in the cell is written from ‘1’ to ‘0’ and ‘0’ to ‘1’ as 

the pulse is given to the bit line and bit line bar; pulse of bit 

line source is chosen from 0 to 0.9V with 0.5ns rise and fall 

time and 30ns pulse width and 60ns repetition period. The 

information on the bit lie is written on Q and data on bit line 

bar is written on QB.  

 
Fig. 5: CMOS 9T SRAM cell write operation at 45nm 
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Figure 5 shows write word line, bit line and Q 

waveform during the write operation at 45nm up to a period 

of 200ns. At first ‘0.9’ is put away in the cell and ‘0’ is over 

written when data on BL is ‘0’ and WL is at VDD value. 

Information remains hold when the WL is ‘0’. The value of 

VDD reduces from its actual value as in Q waveform due to 

pull-up transistor utilized to decrease leakage current. The 

average power, delay and power delay product (PDP) for 

write operation is figured. 

B. In read operation data written on node Q is read as 

shown in Figure 6. 

In read operation, bit ‘0’ is read from the cell. The voltage 

connected for the circuit, VDD is 0.9V. As an access 

controller, a read word line is applied 0V. The innovation 

file utilized for the simulation at 45nm node is taken from 

PTM for superior applications. The bit of the cell is read by 

giving VDD/2 voltage (0.45V) to the bit line (BL) and bit line 

bar (BLB). The charging and releasing of bit line and bit 

line bar capacitance through read access transistors shows 

that which value is put away in the cell. The spice 

simulations performed for the circuit is demonstrated as 

follows 

 
Fig. 6: CMOS 9T SRAM cell Read operation at 45nm 

Figure 6 indicates read word line (RWL), QB and 

bit line bar waveforms during read operation at 45nm up to 

time of 200ns. At the point when the RWL is 0V and the QB 

is at VDD the BLB gets the way to discharge through read 

out transistor which infers the ‘1’ is stored in the cell at QB 

node. The average power, delay and power delay product 

(PDP) from read operation is calculated. 

V. RESULTS & DISSCUTIONS 

A. Power Delay Product (PDP) 

Power Delay Product (PDP) is augmentation of average 

power dissipated and propagation delay. Power Delay 

Product (PDP) is figured by performing transient 

investigation of SRAM cells. The proposed SRAM cells has 

the least Power Delay Product (PDP) in both compose and 

read operations as shown in Table 1 and 2.  
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Table 1: Write Operation 
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Table 2: Read Operation 

B. Access Time 

Access time is one of the important parameter of SRAM 

memory cell since it decides the speed of memory cell. 

Access time is characterized as the time required reading or 

writing the bit in cell. Access time is subject to the word line 

pulse connected to SRAM memory cell. Access time is 

decreased to make it quickest and work coordinately with 

the rapid high speed computing systems [6]. Access time 

can be changed by few factors, for example, maturing, 

process variations etc. 

Technology 

Node 

6T SRAM 9T SRAM 

CMOS FinFET CMOS FinFET 

45nm 1.005 6.0227 9.5837 1.0872 

16nm 6.0029 6.0132 
9.6044 (or) 

1.4531 
6.0080 

Table 3: Write Access Time for SRAM cells 

C. Static Power 

Power dissipated when no circuit movement happens is 

known as static power. 

TECHNOLOG

Y NODE 
6T SRAM (nW) 9T SRAM (nW) 

 CMOS FinFET CMOS FinFET 

45nm 0.9588 40.5211 0.4659 
20.270

6 

16nm 
49.643

4 

305.053

7 

22.664

3 
1.1583 

Table 4: Static power of both SRAM cells 

D. Static Noise Margin (SNM) 

Static Noise Margin (SNM) is the stability of the SRAM 

cell, which is least noise voltage required to flip the hold 

information in cross-coupled inverters. Static Noise Margin 

(SNM) is calculated by performing transient examination of 

SRAM cells. SNM can be graphically figured as the size of 

the most square inserted in butterfly curve i.e., obtained for 

each back to back associated inverters [7]. Static Noise 

Margin of 6T SRAM cell is gotten in hold state and read 
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state. Figure 7 and 8 represents the Static Noise Margin 

(SNM) butterfly curves of both 6T SRAM cell in read and 

hold mode.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 7: (a) Hold SNM at 45 nm MOSFET (b) Read SNM at 

45 nm MOSFET (c) Read SNM at 45 nm FinFET (d) Hold 

SNM at 45nm FinFET 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 8: (a) Hold SNM at 16 nm MOSFET (b) Read SNM at 

16 nm MOSFET (c) Hold SNM at 16 nm FinFET (d) Read 

SNM at 16 nm FinFET with changed W/L ratio. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this research work, execution examination of 6T and 9T 

SRAM cells composed utilizing CMOS and FinFET at 

45nm and 16nm technology node has completed. The 

comparison is done among the CMOS and FinFET based 

SRAM cells as far as Power, Delay, and Power Delay 

Product (PDP) execution parameters. The simulation has 

been finished with SPICE tool for transient and dc analysis. 

Transient analyses of structure are improved the situation 
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read, compose and hold operation of SRAM cell. After that 

average power, delay, PDP and Access time are calculated 

using Hspice. DC analysis of SRAM cells are finished to 

obtain Voltage Transfer Curve (VTC) to calculate Static 

Noise Margin (SNM) in hold and read mode.  
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